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            Current production timeline: 2 weeks
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      To keep our production facility as efficient as possible, Loll products are made to order. Our current production timeline is approximately 2 weeks.
Learn More
      This item is in stock and ships in 3-5 business days. If you also ordered a made to order item, this product will ship when the entire order is complete.
      Current production timeline: 5 weeks. If you also ordered a made to order item, this product will ship when the entire order is complete.
      Current production timeline: 8 weeks. If you also ordered a made to order item, this product will ship when the entire order is complete.
      To keep our production facility as efficient as possible, Loll products are made to order. Our current production timeline for seating with cushions is approximately 20 weeks.
      To keep our production facility as efficient as possible, Loll products are made to order. Our current production timeline for seating with cushions is approximately 3 weeks.
      To keep our production facility as efficient as possible, Loll products are made to order. Our current production timeline for seating with cushions is approximately 3 weeks.
      To keep our production facility as efficient as possible, Loll products are made to order. Our current production timeline for seating with cushions is approximately 3 weeks.
      This item is in stock and ships in 2 weeks. If you also ordered a made to order item, this product will ship when the entire order is complete.
      Ships in approximately 6 weeks.
      Ships in approximately 6 weeks.
      6
      Ships in approximately 9 weeks.
      Ships in approximately 10 weeks.
      Ships in approximately 8 weeks.

      E-Gift Card codes will be sent immediately after checkout. Each denomination purchased will receive it's own email with unique code.


    

  

  
    
      
        
          
            Ships Standard, Assembly Required
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            This item ships standard with FedEx, and requires full assembly.

Learn more
          
      

    


  




							Part of theÂ Salmela CollectionÂ designed by David Salmela with Loll Designs,Â theÂ TaaviÂ Patio Chair is an inspired low-profile outdoor lounge chair perfectly suited for open-airÂ contemplation. Made in the U.S.A. from recycled plastic.
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  Weight: 32.0 lb




      

    

  
  
    Resources + Downloads
 
    
      
        Cutsheet PDF
      
      
      
        DWG
      

      
        RFA
      

        Cradle to Cradle Certificate
      
Download security options document
       
    

  


  
    Materials
 
    
      Furniture
Loll products are made with recycled high-density polyethylene (HDPE) primarily from milk jugs. Milk jugs are used due to their lack of pigment so Lollâ€™s vibrant colors can be created. As Loll material is a post-consumer recycled material, the medium to create the material does inevitably fluctuate. Although we do continuously strive for the best consistency possible, material color and texture may slightly vary from sheet to sheet and thus product to product may have slight variances. However, with that said, its nothing to worry about as we do our best to catch these inconsistencies in the shop. We also use USA made aluminum inserts mated with a 304 grade stainless steel bolt in all joinery. Richlite paper composite is used for structural elements in some pieces. Arbor Wood thermally modified wood can also be found in a select few products. All our materials are chosen for their high quality, no maintenance, performance and longevity. We want you to enjoy your furniture, not work on it.

Cushions
We offer cushions upholstered in Sunbrella fabric and designed for use outdoors. Solution dyed acrylic yarns make these textiles easy to clean and fade resistant. Our cushion cores are comprised of urethane foam and polyester fiber with a moisture repellent wrap.

Covers
Made from Sunbrellaâ€™s Sur LastÂ material, Loll covers are highly water resistant, as well as mold/mildew resistant. This coupled with high UV resistance and the ability to toss in the wash makesÂ them aÂ low maintenance, care-free solution for extending the life of your Loll furniture.

Loll Designs strives to build long-term relationships based on confidence and trust with our customers. We sit beside, on top, and beneath the quality of our fine furniture and will make things right if you are not completely satisfied with your purchase. Click here to view our full warranty.

    

  

  
    UV + Color
 
    
      Notes on Colors
 We have tried our very best to accurately represent product colors on this website. However, due to the nature of the recycled plastic we use and electronic media, color of actual products may differ slightly from how they appear on this website on your particular computer. Please request a sample to see actual product color. Â Call or email us with a good ship-to address and your requested sample will be sent to you free of charge or submit a Color Sample Request.

What kind of material is Loll made out of?
 Loll products are made with recycled high-density polyethylene (HDPE) primarily from milk jugs (#2 plastics) that you take out to the curb every week. Milk jugs are used due to their lack of pigment so Lollâ€™s vibrant colors can be created. As Loll material is a post-consumer recycled material, the medium to create the material does inevitably fluctuate. Although we do continuously strive for the best consistency possible,Â material color and texture may slightly vary from sheet to sheet and thus product to product.

Is there ultraviolet (UV) stability in Loll material?
 Yes. Loll products are manufactured with a highly weatherable HDPE sheet. Our post consumer resin includes a superior UV additive designed for plastics that improves exterior durability, greatly reducing characteristic surface degradation caused by sunlight and other UV light sources. Pigments / color concentrates are also added that are formulated with the best weathering pigments available in the market in a particular color-space.

Is fading covered under warranty?
 No. The sun is very hard on materials that have constant direct exposure and we cannot guarantee the material color will not change over time. However, the HDPE that Loll uses has a UV stabilizer and is very resistant to fading. The color is not a finish coat; it is a pigment embedded in the material throughout. Some pieces use Richlite natural paper composite. Richlite will patina as it weathers and the lighter, natural colored material will redden or turn grayish. Black will remain black for years but with some apparent weathering. You will never have to paint or stain Loll Furniture. Our Warranty.

Will I see any change of color in my product?
 The good news is that in most applications probably not. Further, darker colors are naturally much more resistant to change than lighter colors.
 When products are placed in full direct sun, testing has shown NO significant change of color over time for:

	Black
	Charcoal Grey
	Cloud White
	Sky Blue
	Driftwood
	Navy Blue


Testing has shown INCREASED change of color over time for:

	Apple Red
	Sunset Orange
	Leaf Green


    

  

  
    Care + Maintenance
 
    
      No Maintenance:

Loll furniture will not rot or splinter. It will never require paint or stain. Mostly you will find a simple hose-off will do the trick when it gets a little dirty. If there is a little more dirt, a simple wet rag and a natural spray cleaner should be sufficient to keep Loll furniture clean. A garden hose and a soft bristle brush or a microfiber towel works great if there is dirt embedded in the texture. You can purchase a Loll Cleaning Kit at checkout and you will have everything you need to keep your Loll furniture looking like new.



      
    

  

  
  
    Shipping + Assembly
 
    Download Taavi Chair assembly instructions guide PDF
Loll furniture that ships standard will arrive via FedEx to the "ship to" address from your order with most products arriving knocked down or flat-packed to save on costs and resources. Knocked down (partially assembled) and flat-packed products will require assembly. We have gone to great lengths to make our furniture assembly very simple. Your shipment will include easy-to-follow instructions and any tools that you need to assemble your furniture. For more details, watch our general assembly tips video or preview the assembly instructions PDF found here.
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Sustainable Material
Made from ultra-durable HDPE (high density polyethylene) partially derived from recycled single-use plastics like milk jugs and shampoo bottles.
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All Seasons + All Weather
Designed to weather all four seasons, our durable furniture can be left out year-round.
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Made in the USA
Loll purchases materials from the USA to proudly design + manufacture our products in the Duluth, Minnesota, USA.
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      Material Samples

      See, touch, and feel Loll's high quality materials and ensure the right look and color when planning your outdoor (or indoor) space. 


Order Samples

  




						

					

				
 







  
    









  
    







  


  
      

      
           Customer Reviews
    



   
 Based on 41 reviews
 
 Write a review     
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 (37)
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 (3)
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       S 
       
     Sandra G      
    
 Great storage but doors hard to slide Great storage area. Everything stayed dry during the last wind and rain storm.  The disappointment is in the sliding doors,  they are really hard to slide open and close.

   
    
 
  
 
 
   
 
    V 
       
     Vince Ziolkowski      
    
 Chair Difficult to put together for all that money!

   
    
 
  
 
 
     
 Hello Vince, thank you for the feedback, we have reached out to better understand which steps were confusing to improve future instructions.

  
 
    K 
       
     Kimberly Barnard      
    
 Love our Nisswa outdoor furniture! We recently purchased 4 Nisswa swivel chairs and a love seat. All are very comfortable and add to the ambience of our new patio.

   
    
 
  
 
 
   
 
    s 
       
     sierra mccrary      
    
 Stylish raised dog bowls I have standard size goldendoodles and these are perfect height for them. The bowls are deep and hold a lot of water! Everything is easy to clean and it looks sooooo cute in my kitchen. I know this will last forever too! Obsessed and going to buy my mom one too

   
    
 
  
 
 
   
 
    L 
       
     Linda Guy      
    
 Modern Rocking Chair I am really enjoying our rocking chairs. The dark grey color makes them modern, fitting in with  existing outdoor furniture. Functionally, they are great and the material should hold up a very long time.
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